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Human Connexus Foundation is very fortunate to have many donors whom are extremely generous
for many years. Without their continued support, Human Connexus would not be able to make a
difference in so many people's lives. In month's newletter, we wanted you to hear from one of our
compassionate donors.
Missy Kirchner from Kirchner Family Foundation has supported HCF for the past 5 years through
yearly donations and as a personal advisor. We sat down with Missy to hear why she is so
passionate about Human Connexus Foundation.
Why do you think investing your charitable dollars into Human Connexus is so
important?
"In these times of seemingly endless need, we all look for ways to maximize dollars donated. Cindy
does that by running Human Connexus with the lowest overhead -to-benefit I've
seen."
What compelled you to start giving to Human Connexus Foundation?
"Who could resist helping families who are so deserving and who are facing so much
- and who among us hasn't had a friend or loved one face a traumatic medical issue?
The work that Human Connexus does is critical."
What personal benefit or satisfaction do you receive from giving to
charitable organizations?
"It's a gift to be able to make even the smallest difference in anyone's life, but it's even more
compelling when children are involved. Thank you Cindy and HCF for all you do!"

AVAILABLE - Recurring Monthly Gift Contribution

Instead of making a one-time contribution, you can spread your donations throughout the year.
Human Connexus has the ability to charge your credit card on a monthly, quarterly or annual
basis. Just click the DONATION button below and when prompted for a RECURRING donation,
place in the frequency that works best for you.
Here is what one of HCF Board of Directors says about recurring monthly.
"You can pick the frequency and the amount that meets your household budget.
Spreading your annual amount throughout the year provides you can opportunity to
give more and have a bigger impact. You are giving back to the community without
even thinking about it." Tonni Lebaron
Please don't forget to submit your receipts to your company's Charitable Matching Program.

HOW YOU CAN HELP?
Give financially or volunteer to help one of the recipients at Human Connexus Foundation. You can
hold a fundraiser or conduct an event to raise money. You can also help us spread these stories to
others in hopes that others are willing to help too.

Love and Peace,
Cindy Campbell
Founder & Executive Director

